In this work an iterative algorithm based on unsupervised learning is presented, specifically on a Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) to solve a perfect matching problem on a bipartite weighted graph. Iteratively is calculated the weights w ij and the bias parameters θ = (a i , b j ) that maximize the energy function and assignment element i to element j. An application of real problem is presented to show the potentiality of this algorithm.
Introduction
The assignment problems fall within the combinatorial optimization problems, the problem of matching on a bipartite weighted graph is one of the major problems faced in this compound. Numerous resolution methods and algorithms have been proposed in recent times and many have provided important results, among them for example we find: Constructive heuristics, Meta-heuristics, Approximation algorithms, Iper-heuristics, and other methods. Combinatorial optimization deals with finding the optimal solution between the collection of finite possibilities. The finished set of possible solutions. The heart of the problem of finding solutions in combinatorial optimization is based on the efficient algorithms that present with a polynomial computation time in the input dimension. Therefore, when dealing with certain combinatorial optimization problems one must ask with what speed it is possible to find the solutions or the optimal problem solution and if it is not possible to find a resolution method of this type, which approximate methods can be used in polynomial computational times that lead to stable explanations. Solve this kind of problem in polynomial time o(n) has long been the focus of research in this area until Edmonds [1] developed one of the most efficient methods. Over time other algorithms have been developed, for example the fastest of them is the Micali e Vazirani algorithm [2] , Blum [3] and Gabow and Tarjan [4] . The first of these methods is an improvement on that of Edmonds, the other algorithms use different logics, but all of them with computational time equal to o(m √ n). The problem is fundamentally the following: we imagine a situation in which respect for the characteristics detected on a given phenomenon is to be assigned between elements of two sets, as for example in one of the most known problems such as the tasks and the workers to be assigned to them. A classical maximum cardinality matching algorithm to take the maximum weight range and assign it, in a decision support system, through the domain expert this could also be acceptable, but in a totally automatic system like a system could be of artificial intelligence that puts together pairs of elements on the basis of some characteristics, this way would not be very reliable, totally removing the user's control. Another problem related to this kind of situation is that of features. Let's take as an example a classic problem of
Matching problems
Matching problems are among the fundamental problems in combinatorial optimization. In this set of notes, we focus on the case when the underlying graph is bipartite. We start by introducing some basic graph terminology. A graph G = (V, E) consists of a set V = A ∪ B of vertices and a set E of pairs of vertices called edges. For an edge e = (u, v), we say that the endpoints of e are u and v; we also say that e is incident to u and v. A graph G = (V, E) is bipartite if the vertex set V can be partitioned into two sets A and B (the bipartition) such that no edge in E has both endpoints in the same set of the bipartition. A matching M is a collection of edges such that every vertex of V is incident to at most one edge of M . If a vertex v has no edge of M incident to it then v is said to be exposed (or unmatched). A matching is perfect if no vertex is exposed; in other words, a matching is perfect if its cardinality is equal to |A| = |B|. In the literature several examples of the real world have been treated such as the assignment of children to certain schools [5] , or as donors and patients [6] and workers at companies [7] . The problem of the weighted bipartite matching finds the feasible match with the maximum available weight. This problem was developed in several areas, such as in the work of [8] about protein and structure alignment, or within the computer vision as documented in the work of [9] or as in the paper by [10] in which the similarity of the texts is estimated. Other jobs have faced this problem in the classification [11] , [12] e [13] , but not for many to one correspondence. The mathematical formulation can be solved by presenting it as a linear program. Each edge (i, j), where i is in A and j is in B, has a weight w ij . For each edge (i, j) we have a decision variable
1 if the edge is contained in the matching 0 otherwise (1) and x ij ∈ Z for i, j ∈ A, B, and we have the following LP:
Motivation
The problem in a weighted bipartite graph G = (V = A ∪ B, W ), is when we have different weights (historical data) W = (w 11 , w 12 ..., w ij ) for the set of nodes to which corresponds the same set of nodes B. One of most popular solution is Hungarian algorithm [16] . The assignment rule therefore in many real cases could be misleading and limiting as well as it could be unrealistic as a solution. Machine learning (ML) algorithms are increasingly gaining ground in applied sciences such as engineering, biology, medicine, etc. both supervised and unsupervised learning models. The matching problem in this case can be seen as a set of inputs x 1 , ..., x k (in our case the nodes of the set A) and a set of ouput y 1 , ..., y k (the respective nodes of the set B), weighed by a series of weights w 11 , ...w ij , which inevitably recall the structure of a classic neural network. The problem is that in this case there would be a number of classes (in the case of assignment) equal to the number of inputs. Considering it as a classic machine learning problem, the difficulty would lie in the features and their engineering, on the one hand, while on the other the number of classes Restricted Boltzmann Machine Assignment Algorithm: Application to solve many-to-one matching problems on weighted bipartite graph A PREPRINT Figure 1 : Bipartite Weighted Matching to predict (assign) would be very large. For example, if we think about matching applicants and jobs, if we only had the name of a candidate for the job, we would have very little info to build a robust machine learning model, and even a good features engineering would not lead to much, but having available other information on the candidate they could be extracted it is used case never as "weight" to build a neural network, but even in this case the constraint of a classic optimization model solved with ML techniques would not be maintained, let's say we would "force" a little hand. While what we want to present in this work is the resolution of a classical problem of matching (assignment) through the application of a ML model, in this case of a neural network, which as already said maintains the mathematical structure of a node (input) and arc (weight) but instead of considering the output of arrival (the set B) as classification label (assignment) in this case we consider an unsupervised neural network, specifically an Restricted Boltzmann Machine.
Contributions
The contributions of this work are mainly of two types: the first is related to the ability to use an unsupervised machine learning model to solve a classical optimization problem which in turn has the mathematical structure of a neural network based on two layers, in our case of RBM a visible and a hidden one. In this case the nodes of the set B become the variables of the model and the number of times that the node i has been assigned to the node j (for example in problems that concerns historical data analysis), becomes the weight w ij which at its turn becomes the value of the variable i-th in the RBM model. The second is the ability to solve real problems, as we will see later in the article, in which it is necessary to carry out a matching between elements of two sets and the maximum weight span is not said to be the best assignment, especially in the case where the problem is many-to-one, like many real problems.
Restricted Boltzmann Machine
Restricted Boltzmann Machine is an unsupervised method neural networks based [14] ; the algorithm learns one layer of hidden features. When the number of hidden units is smaller than that of visual units, the hidden layer can deal with nonlinear complex dependency and structure of data, capture deep relationship from input data , and represent the input data more compactly. Assuming there are c visible units and m hidden units in an Restricted Boltzmann Machine. So v i for i = 1, ..., c indicates the state of the i−th visible unit, where
1 if the i-th term is annotated to the element 0 otherwise
for i = 1, ..., c and furthemore we have h j = 1 the state of hidden unit is active 0 otherwise
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Figure 2: Restricted Boltzamann Machine Structures
The energy function that capturing the interaction patterns between visible layer and hidden layer is define as follow:
where θ = (w ij , a i , b j ) are parameters of the model: a i and b j are biases for the visible and hidden variables, respectively. The parameters w ij is the weights of connection between visible variables and hidden variables. The joint probability is represented by the follow quantity:
where
is a normalization constant and the conditional distributions over the visible and hidden units are given by sigmoid functions as follows:
where σ = 1 1+e −x RBM are trained to optimizie the product of probabilities assigned to some training set V (a matrix, each row of which is treated as a visible vector v) arg max
The RBM training takes place through the Contrastive Divergence Algorithm (see Hinton 2002 [15] ). For the (4) and (7) we can pass to log-likelihood formulation
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In the above expression, the first quantity represents the expectation of v i · h j to the conditional probability of the hidden states given the visible states and the second term represents the expectation of v i · h j to the joint probability of the visible and hidden states. In order to maximize the (7), which involves log of summation, there is no analytical solution and will use the stochastic gradient ascent technique. In order to compute the unknown values of the weights w ij such that they maximize the above likelihood, we compute using gradient ascent :
where α ∈ (0, 1) is the learning rate. At this formulation we can add an term of penality and obtain the follow
where η > 0 is penalty parameters and η · 
Restricted Boltzmann Machine Assignment Algorithm (RBMAA)
In this section is presented the algorithm RBM based and is explaneid the single steps.
1. In this step the algorithm takes as input the matrix W relative to the weights of the assignments, either the weight w ij represents the number of times that the element i has been assigned to the element j 2. The matrix W is binarized. For each element w ij > 0 take 1 or 0 and an a matrixW is created with elements 0-1.
3. In this step the RBM is applied taking as input the binary matrixW . The probability product related to the visible units of the RBM is maximized (13) . The weights w ij are updated according to (17) and the biases according to the RBM training rule. Once these updated values are obtained, the optimized valuep(v i ) if this is greater than > 0 assigns 1 otherwise 0 and the iteration of the RBM is restarted until for each row of the matrix there is not a single value 1 which is the same as assignment. The quantile of level α = 0.99 was used to determine the threshold .
4. The output of the algorithm is a matrix with values 0-1 and on each line we obtain a single value equal to 1 which is equivalent to the assignment of the element i to the element j.
The pseudocode is presented in the next section.
7 Application of the RBMAA to a real problem
Now we proceed to provide the results of the application of the algorithm (see Appendix). The problem instance is 351 elements for the set A and 35 for the set B; the goal is to assign for each element of A, one and only one element of B, so as to have the sum for row equal to 1 as in (3) and in step 4 of the algorithm. The weights w ij are represented by the number of times the element a i ∈ A has been assigned to the element b j ∈ B, based on a set of historical data that we have relative to flight-gate assignments of a well-known international airport. The difficulty is the one discussed in the first part of the work, in which we want to obtain a robust machine learning algorithm that classifies and assigns the respective gate for each flight. Starting from the available features, the algorithm presented in the work was implemented. The computational results are very interesting in terms of calculation speed and assignment.
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4 Output: Matrix n × m,P = {0, 1} such that ip ij = 1, ∀i ∈ A
Conclusions and discussion
This can be the starting point for more precise, fast and sophisticated algorithms, which combine the combinatorial optimization with machine learning but on the basis of unsupervised learning and not only on the optimization of cost functions.
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Appendix
Node1 Node2 Node1 Node2 Node1 Node2 Node1 Node2 Node1 Node2 Node1 Node2 Node1 Node2  A2  B1  A173  B5  A203  B10  A268  B15  A158  B20  A48  B25  A183  B30  A72  B1  A208  B5  A238  B10  A303  B15  A193  B20  A83  B25  A218  B30  A107  B1  A243  B5  A308  B10  A338  B15  A228  B20  A93  B25  A253  B30  A117  B1  A278  B5  A318  B10  A22  B16  A263  B20  A118  B25  A288  B30  A142  B1  A313  B5  A343  B10  A57  B16  A273  B20  A153  B25  A323  B30  A177  B1  A348  B5  A27  B11  A92  B16  A298  B20  A188  B25  A7  B31  A212  B1  A32  B6  A75  B11  A127  B16  A333  B20  A223  B25  A42  B31  A247  B1  A67  B6  A97  B11  A162  B16  A17  B21  A258  B25  A77  B31  A282  B1  A102  B6  A110  B11  A197  B16  A52  B21  A293  B25  A147  B31  A292  B1  A137  B6  A132  B11  A232  B16  A87  B21  A328  B25  A182  B31  A317  B1  A172  B6  A202  B11  A267  B16  A122  B21  A12  B26  A217  B31  A1  B2  A207  B6  A237  B11  A302  B16  A157  B21  A47  B26  A252  B31  A11  B2  A242  B6  A307  B11  A337  B16  A167  B21  A82  B26  A287  B31  A36  B2  A277  B6  A342  B11  A21  B17  A192  B21  A152  B26  A322  B31  A71  B2  A312  B6  A26  B12  A56  B17  A227  B21  A187  B26  A6  B32  A106  B2  A347  B6  A61  B12  A91  B17  A262  B21  A257  B26  A41  B32  A141  B2  A31  B7  A74  B12  A161  B17  A272  B21  A270  B26  A76  B32  A176  B2  A66  B7  A96  B12  A196  B17  A297  B21  A327  B26  A146  B32  A211  B2  A101  B7  A131  B12  A231  B17  A332  B21  A46  B27  A181  B32  A246  B2  A111  B7  A166  B12  A266  B17  A16  B22  A81  B27  A216  B32  A256  B2  A136  B7  A201  B12  A301  B17  A51  B22  A116  B27  A251  B32  A281  B2  A171  B7  A236  B12  A336  B17  A86  B22  A151  B27  A321  B32  A316  B2  A206  B7  A271  B12  A20  B18  A121  B22  A186  B27  A5  B33  A35  B3  A241  B7  A306  B12  A55  B18  A156  B22  A221  B27  A40  B33  A70  B3  A276  B7  A341  B12  A90  B18  A191  B22  A291  B27  A85  B33  A105  B3  A286  B7  A351  B12  A125  B18  A226  B22  A326  B27  A120  B33  A140  B3  A311  B7  A25  B13  A135  B18  A261  B22  A10  B28  A145  B33  A175  B3  A346  B7  A60  B13  A160  B18  A296  B22  A45  B28  A155  B33  A210  B3  A30  B8  A95  B13  A170  B18  A331  B22  A80  B28  A180  B33  A280  B3  A65  B8  A130  B13  A195  B18  A15  B23  A115  B28  A215  B33  A315  B3  A100  B8  A165  B13  A230  B18  A50  B23  A150  B28  A250  B33  A350  B3  A205  B8  A200  B13  A240  B18  A62  B23  A185  B28  A320  B33  A34  B4  A275  B8  A245  B13  A265  B18  A190  B23  A220  B28  A4  B34  A69  B4  A285  B8  A305  B13  A300  B18  A225  B23  A255  B28  A39  B34  A104  B4  A310  B8  A340  B13  A335  B18  A235  B23  A290  B28  A109  B34  A139  B4  A345  B8  A37  B14  A19  B19  A260  B23  A325  B28  A144  B34  A174  B4  A29  B9  A59  B14  A89  B19  A295  B23  A9  B29  A179  B34  A209  B4  A64  B9  A94  B14  A124  B19  A330  B23  A44  B29  A214  B34  A222  B4  A99  B9  A129  B14  A159  B19  A14  B24  A54  B29  A249  B34  A244  B4  A112  B9  A164  B14  A194  B19  A24  B24  A79  B29  A284  B34  A254  B4  A134  B9  A199  B14  A229  B19  A49  B24  A114  B29  A319  B34  A279  B4  A169  B9  A234  B14  A239  B19  A84  B24  A149  B29  A3  B35  A314  B4  A204  B9  A269  B14  A264  B19  A119  B24  A184  B29  A38  B35  A349  B4  A274  B9  A339  B14  A299  B19  A154  B24  A219  B29  A73  B35  A33  B5  A309  B9  A23  B15  A334  B19  A189  B24  A289  B29  A108  B35  A68  B5  A28  B10  A58  B15  A344  B19  A224  B24  A324  B29  A143  B35  A103  B5  A63  B10  A128  B15  A18  B20  A259  B24  A8  B30  A178  B35  A113  B5  A98  B10  A163  B15  A53  B20  A294  B24  A43  B30  A213  B35  A138  B5  A133  B10  A198  B15  A88  B20  A304  B24  A78  B30  A248  B35  A148  B5  A168  B10  A233  B15  A123  B20  A329  B24  A126  B30  A283  B35  A13 B25
